
Housecomm 2/8/17 
 
Attendance: 1E, 2E, 3E, 4E, 5E, 1W, 2W, 3W, 4W, 5W 
 
We (astanton, hshackle, schin19, yanisa) are (number one) new exec 
 
CPW: theme is prom, submit event ideas by Friday! 
 
EcoComm: Recycling updates, check your email from Stephanie! Recycling bins are now lined 
with clear bags, updates being rolled out. 
 
New House: NH’s housing lottery forms closed today at noon. We will hear their results on Feb 
24th, after that we can work to place people. It’s unlikely that we’re getting large group (La Casa 
most likely going to Macgregor, French House staying in NH). If you have questions, ask Allie 
after housecomm. 
 
Talbot Mural Policy: (here) 
dclavijo thinks it’s too much to have unanimous vote on murals (should be ⅔). Discussion 
occurs on how Talbot is a public space used by people outside of EC. More discussion over if 
voting is for approval of quality of mural, or if it offends. Decided vote is for if we think it’s a good 
mural, there are other measures of voicing concern about offensiveness stated in the policy. 
Apparently our constitution/bylaws are inconsistent in terms of number of halls needed for 
general approval (⅔ of halls, or 7/10 halls, or 6/10 halls). 
 
It is decided that 7/10 halls’ votes are needed to approve policy today at housecomm and 
murals in the future. Talbot Mural Policy Approved Unanimously! 
 
Elections!: 

○ Toolcomm - keep track of tools, figure out what tools to buy, get lots of things before 
rush and cpw, work with joeg to keep basement happy 

■ Nominations 
● Ecd - yes 

○ Putz, knows what tools do 
● Abaral - yes 

○ Avital, from 4e, always wanted to be toolcomm since 1 minute 
ago, its my life and passion 

● Rkestin - yes 
○ Tetazoo, done lots of work with joe to get basement and closet 

renovated, would like to finish all of us 
■ All whiteballotted! ecd and rkestin are toolcomm! 
■ abaral does not want to be toolcomm 

○ Concertcomm - runs FredFest, work with joe to find bands and plan event, do it if you 
care about music and want to be cool 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1I8cQ40E7vriRCYYFfDSzZOArcd_41eoRCa4dEoQ5h1s/edit


■ Nominations 
● Soma1 - yes 

○ 4E, really enjoy music, enjoy local bands and going to fredfest, 
would be cool to help organize something on this scale, would be 
v fun to find artists 

● Conradgo - yes 
○ 4E, really enjoy music, have some experience putting together 

local festivals in hometown 
● Beeman - yes 

○ I cede the vote to the other two 
● Noahmcd - no 

■ All whiteballotted! soma1 and conradgo are concertcomm! 
○ Cameracomm - take care of ec camera, camcorder, gopro, boom mike, go around all 

year, film cool stuff. Make i3 video, coordinate with housing (appease/not appease 
housing), traditionally 3 people split up jobs  

■ Nominations 
● Hadrian - yes 

○ Hobby is film making, want to help edit videos for i3/ec 
● Pduff - yes 

○ Very attracted to EC bc of i3 video, want to help make that 
● Mayakaul - yes 

○ Love i3 videos, love being around EC, sorta cameracomm for 
tetazoo 

■ Whiteballotted! Wowza hadrian, pduff, and mayakaul are camercomm! 
○ Soccomm - people ask us to reserve talbot, say yes you can reserve talbot, and then 

change wiki. If someone emails you about party, you redirect them to wiki 
■ Nominations 

● Karinah - yes 
● Benrf - yes 
● Abaral - no 
● Mattbrad - no 
● Soma1 - yes 
● Conradgo - yes 

■ Benrf and soma1 concede 
■ Whiteballotted! conradgo and karinah are soccomm! 

○ Sudscomm - superhero of ec, cry a lot, talk to people in a pleading voice to get them into 
laundry machine, get all the notes on laundry computer emailed to you, turn the relevant 
ones into service requests 

■ Nominations 
● Benrf - yes 
● Mayakaul - no 

■ Whiteballotted! benrf is sudscomm! 



○ Bikecomm - talk to joeg about bike storage, was gonna paint racks rainbow, care for the 
bikes, might be some summer storage stuff 

■ Nominations 
● Benrf - yes 
● Soma1 - yes 

■ Whiteballotted! benrf and soma1 are bikecomm! 
○ Jockcomm - responsible for getting EC to do intramural sports, go to affiliation meetings, 

figure out what teams ec wants to have, make sure those teams get captains 
■ Nominations 

● Conradgo - yes 
○ Last fall i wanted to play intramural soccer and ec didnt have a 

team and was sad about it and now wants to do something about 
it, would be very excited  

● Adrianaj - yes 
○ Sports were a big part of my high school career, and making 

friends. I want to make ec friends and friends outside of ec 
● Noahmcd - no 

■ Stortor - You get fined if you dont have a complete team to play a game you 
signed up for, are you fine filling in so people are less sad? 

● Both said yes 
■ Both conradgo and adrianaj are jockcomm!  

○ Talbotcomm - takes care of things in talbot, yogibos, projection system, if you care about 
talbot 

■ Nominations 
● Emilymcd - yes 

■ Whiteballotted! emilymcd is talbotcomm! 
○ AVComm - keep tracks of ec’s av equipment, fix it if it breaks, replace if it needs to 

replace, set up parties, work with concertcomm/other comms if need sound, people will 
ask you where party speakers 

■ Nominations 
● Sudermap - yes 

○ I tried to get avcomm back into shape 
● Mattbrad - yes 

○ Did audio work in high school, with theatre, can respond to emails, 
tetazoo 

■ Whiteballotted! sudermap and mattbrad is avcomm! 
○ EC Historian - nebulus position, encourage outreach of ec past, keeper of social and 

physical history 
■ Nominations 

● Mayakaul - yes 
○ Huge fan of ec stories, knows cool alum David Bragdon, want to 

make ec history website more legit 
● Jgil - yes 



○ Not interested in other comms, very interested in this one, 
interested in history, i want to do it 

■ Whiteballotted! mayakaul and jgil are ec historians! 
○ Gamecomm - use that budget to buy games communal to ec, new gameroom in 

basement, has pool table, could have air hockey table, board games, etc, work with joeg 
to outfit gameroom 

■ Nominations 
● Shreyask - yes 

○ Love to play games, want to get more community games 
○ Ping pong/air hockey 

● Emilymcd - yes 
○ Want to make gamecomm better space, see what ec is interested 

in getting 
○ Communal strategy games 

■ Whiteballotted! shreyask and emilymcd are gamecomm! 
○ Nomcomm - organize cooking classes that happen in talbot 

■ Nominations 
● Hadrian - no 
● Nastya - yes 

■ Whiteballotted! nastya is nomcomm! 
○ Sewingcomm - take care of ec sewing machine, currently somewhere in beast lounge, 

ppl tend to email ec discuss to borrow it 
■ Nominations 

● Karinah - yes 
○ Can teach ppl how to sew 

■ Whiteballotted! karinah is sewingcomm! 
○ Ecocomm - liaison to ua sustain, started composting, work with joeg on recycling, can 

coordinate reuse 
■ Nominations 

● Schin19 - yes 
○ Currently ecocomm, part of ua sustain, lots of feels about dorm 

● Noahmcd - yes 
○ Also part of ua sustain, like eco shit and trees, this is something i 

actually do 
● Jgil - no 

■ Noah is ecocomm! 
○ Thriftcomm - runs a flea market in spring, can do it both semesters, didnt spend money 

■ Nominations 
● Ecd - no 
● Yanisa - no 
● Beeman - yes 
● Karinah - yes 

■ Whiteballotted! beeman and karinah are thriftcomm! 



○ Alumnicomm - send out updates to ec alumni, can do east campus day, run alumnifac 
■ Nominations 

● Noahmcd - yes 
● Mayakaul - no 
● Jgil - no 
● Hadrian - no 

■ Whiteballotted! noahmcd is alumnicomm! 
○ Pianocomm - take care of grand piano, should be tuned 

■ Nominations 
● Bpchen - no 
● Lisatang - yes 
● Jlorrey - no 

■ Whiteballotted! lisatang is pianocomm! 
○ Webcomm - maintains ec website, wiki, make sure nothing breaks, also takes care of 

server room, ethernet ports, power 
■ Nominations 

● Bpchen - yes 
○ 3w sophomore, software guy, not servers, fixed 3w wiki, touched 

up esp’s website, like moving things around 
● Shreyask - yes 

○ Love programming, have been developing websites for a very long 
time, would love to work on ec website, also like servers and 
hardware 

● Tristanh - yes 
○ Want to run server room, helped banti with it, would like to keep 

on maintaining it, have some experience on software side too 
● Spocky - yes 

○ Nominally did it last year, mostly front end stuff, not really servers 
■ If could change one thing about ec website what would you change 

● Shreyask-implement good cms, make easier to put content on it 
● Bpchen-making more things wiki-fied and easier to submit, wouldn’t 

commit to making it a full fledged project, would make google form for 
edits 

● Tristanh-like cms idea, to upload media 
● Spocky-would be cool if wiki not 10 years out of date 

■ Shreyash and tristanh are webcomm! 
 
 


